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MAIN QUESTION
The spreading of multiple pathogens is the norm rather than the
exception. In particular, comorbidity indicates the simultaneous presence
of multiple diseases in the same host; whereas cross-immunity denotes
the acquisition of immunity towards a certain disease as a result of
infection by another one. Pathogens supporting comorbidity are indicated
as cooperators, whereas the others as competitors.
The models developed hitherto assume that the strategy of a pathogen
to cooperate - or not - is costless. In the evolutionary game framework,
however, cooperation has a rather diﬀerent meaning and implies always
the payment of some costs.

How cooperator and competitor pathogens emerge?
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We envision an evolutionary scenario where interacting pathogens have
two strains with cooperative and defective strategies, and evolve while
maximizing their own beneﬁt. We do so by extending the two-strain
susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model of Chen et al. [2] by intertwining
it with an evolutionary infection game.
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TAKE HOME MESSAGES
1) We have studied the emergence of synergistic and competitive traits
in a co-evolutionary model intertwining epidemic spreading and
evolutionary game theory. The resulting co-evolutionary model displays
features that are not present in either spreading or evolutionary game
dynamics taken singularly (i.e., "more is different").
2) The game dynamics reverberates on the outcome of the spreading
dynamics. It alters the disease prevalence in the host denoted by the
emergence of a region where we observe full cooperation [see the
comparison between panels 3(a) and 3(b)]. Moreover, the game dynamics
triggers the emergence of a gap in the function describing the
epidemic prevalence in the hosts [see panels 3(c) and 3(d)].

4. Evolution of the epidemic seed

3) The interplay between the spreading and game dynamics alters the
stability of the state space's fixed points of the game. Pure seeds are stable
solutions of the dynamics, contrary to the expected stable mixed scenario
typical of the hawk-and-dove game [see panel 4]. Interestingly, we have
observed the emergence of a region of the phase space where
cooperation thrives even under unfavorable conditions [see panel 4(d)].
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